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BACKGROUND/AIMS: 

Cytosorb is an adsorption column composed of highly porous biocompatible polymer beads, able to absorb
molecules smaller than 55 kDa. Cytosorb can be used into any extra-corporeal circuits: CRRT, ECMO, CPB or
isolated hemoperfusion. In patients with complex pictures near to Multi Organ Failure, characterized by
cardio-pulmonary failure, that require ECMO support and with kidney and liver loss of function, Cytosorb is
thought to be a valid support thanks to its capability to adsorb a very large quantity of inflammatory
mediators and other molecules, like bilirubin, bile acids and ammonium.

CASE PRESENTATION:

We report a case of a woman with a story of aortic
coartation and mitral valve dysplasia, subjected to
decoartectomy associated with multiple mitral valve
replacements over the years. In 2017 we found a
mitral para-prosthetic leak and severe tricuspid
regurgitation, associated with increased haemolysis
index, dyspnoea and asthenia. We decided to
proceed with a percutaneous treatment of
paravalvular leak. After the first attempt to repair
the mitral valve paravalvular leak, we decided to
postpone the procedure, due to a persistent severe
mitral regurgitation. On the first postoperative day,
the patient underwent VA ECMO, due to a cardiac
arrest followed by return of spontaneous circulation.
Thanks to ECMO support, we successfully performed
the percutaneous treatment of paravalvular leak and
the tricuspid valve substitution. After four days of
hospitalization in ICU, during ventilator weaning,
tachypnoea associated with ARDS occurred and we
implanted VV ECMO in emergency.

After seven days, we decided to wean the patient off
from VV ECMO therapy and we started CVVHDF in
association with CytoSorb (in series to the
haemofilter), due to worsening hyperbilirubinemia
and liver and kidney failure. We performed 4
consecutive CytoSorb treatments, 24h each. The
CytoSorb adsorber is able to remove from blood
inflammatory mediators and is effective in reducing
bilirubin.
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CONCLUSION: 

We present the use of combination therapies in a
patient with a complex clinical picture. ECMO
therapy associated to CVVHDF with CytoSorb, has
proved to be an efficient method to support
cardiac and lungs function and to support the
kidney and liver failure. In particular, CytoSorb
cartridge seems to be a promising therapy, able to
control and modulate worsening
hyperbilirubinemia, allowing progressive liver
function recovery.


